Proactive Video
Monitoring Integration
featuring Camect

Netwatch: A Leader in
Security Monitoring
About Netwatch
Our company was founded in 2003, after an attack
on a security guard brought the need for a better
way to protect people and property into sharper
focus. The lessons learned from that crime have
been woven into the company’s mission, values, and
culture from the start. The team stayed true to its
roots as the company grew, expanded its presence
in the U.S. in 2012, and merged into Netwatch Group
in 2018.
We purpose-built and launched our proactive video
monitoring solution to address the need for video
monitoring to prevent crimes from happening rather
than just reacting and responding to incidents. This
remains our primary goal as we continue to develop
and adopt new technologies, while leveraging the
strengths of our highly trained, experienced, and
dedicated monitoring staff to offer the industry’s
most valuable and reliable monitoring service at an
affordable price.

About Camect
Fed up with too many security alerts and not
enough security intelligence, two google computer
engineers left their career jobs in 2018 to create a
solution. They wanted an edge based, open ended
device, compatible with nearly every camera
system. One that was smart enough to transit only
the alerts they needed to see, and capable of
learning what to ignore. And that is what they
created. Within a few years their flagship device
Camect Smart Camera Hub 24MP has become
one of the most raved about, indemand solutions
to the security industry. Camect continues to lead
the way with award winning analytics and a false
alert rate that is under 1%. Camect is sold world
wide and proud to partner with Netwatch.

Proactive Video Monitoring and
Camect Solution Overview
Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring is now fully integrated
with Camect's Hub. Camect Hubs are not only an edge
device, but these hubs provide best in class analytics, a NVR
and a gateway to Netwatch Proactive Video Monitoring.
Camect Hubs work with most any ONVIF/RTSP cameras,
allowing for easy integration and no need to rip and replace
existing cameras. Camect and Netwatch Proactive Video
Monitoring provide users with:
Ability to add proactive video monitoring services
to existing security services
Identify intrusion incidents and provide live-audio
intervention to prevent crime in real-time
Detect loitering and issue live-audio warnings in
order to mitigate and safely de-escalate incidents
before a crime occurs

What is Proactive Video Monitoring?
Proactive video monitoring is a service that leverages
on-site video surveillance systems and hubs, like Camect,
comprehensive machine learning analytics, and highly
trained intervention specialists to monitor sites and follow
customer-determined protocols when a threat is detected.
This monitoring-to-protect approach sets us apart in the
market and enables us to prevent most incidents
from occurring.
PVM is proactive where most other solutions are passive or
reactive. With Netwatch, our expertly trained Intervention
Specialists in redundant state-of-the-art, UL-listed
monitoring centers, take action before a threat becomes an
incident. Our intelligent detection solution delivers 24/7/365
protection, reducing the need to hire security guards, while
improving the ability to monitor and respond to potential
threats. PVM provides an effective and cost-efficient way to
protect your people, property, and assets.
Camect's Hub works with most ONVIF/RTSP Cameras. This
solution is offered in North America and EMEA at this time.
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Benefits of Smart, Early
Detection and Proactive Video
Monitoring
Benefits of Netwatch and Camect
Smarter, more accurate analytics reduces
false alarms
Up to 80% savings over guard expenditure
Increased awareness and attention compared
to security guards alone
Reduced risk of compromised services
Proactive rather than reactive security
Over 100,000 crimes deterred to date

How PVM Works:
Monitor | Intervene | Report

1. Intelligent software DETECTS a threat
2. An expert ASSESSES and VERIFIES the threat
3. A security specialist manually INTERVENES based
on the situation and customer protocol – this is live
audio talk down; not a pre-recorded message
4. Per pre-determined customer-protocols, the
appropriate party RESPONDS to the incident
5. Incident REPORTS are issued within 24 hours

Netwatch North America’s Proactive Video Monitoring
expertise, business focus, and data-driven technologies
provide the highest levels of safety and security, risk
mitigation, and scalability to help improve and futureproof business operations.
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With over 100,000 crimes prevented to date,
Netwatch’s comprehensive and scalable
security solutions set the standard in crime
control and prevention.
Netwatch North America’s Proactive Video
Monitoring expertise, business focus, and
data-driven technologies provide the highest
levels of safety and security, risk mitigation,
and scalability to help improve and futureproof business operations.
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